Facial Descriptions
Express Facial 30 minutes $40
The express facial will get you a good, quick professional exfoliation. Great for a quick glow.
ARK Customized Facial $80
Customized Facials are tailored and designed to address your specific skin concerns and needs. We combine
a variety of techniques and methods to give you the most thorough and complete facial treatment at each and
every visit. Customized Facials includes all basic facials steps and deeper cleansing with steam to purify,
hydrate and prepare the skin for extractions, exfoliation to remove dead, dulling skin cells. Thorough
extractions to remove imbedded impurities, massage to increase circulation and detoxification, serums to help
correct specific skin problems, treatment masques to calm, hydrate and brighten the complexion. Moisturizers
and SPF to nourish and protect the skin.
Acne Facial 60 minutes $135
Starts off with consultation and evaluation of severity of acne.
Treatment includes: medicated acne cleanser, toner, steam, extractions, exfoliations, high frequency current to
kill off bacteria and onset of new acne; massage; mask; moisturizer and SPF to protect the skin
Ultrasonic Facial 60 minutes $80
Ultrasonic utilizes sonic vibrations; it works one million times per second (1 MHz). The ultrasonic wave could
stimulate skin tissue and improve and promote collagen tissue, reduced wrinkles, fine lines, and leaving the
skin firm and smooth, also lift the skin result for younger and healthy look.
Spa Facial 60 minutes $125
Starts off with a consultation.
Includes: cleansing; steam to purify, hydrate and prep skin for extractions; massage to increase blood
circulation and detoxification; serum to help correct specific skin issues; mask to calm, hydrate and brighten the
complexion; and finishes off with moisturizer and SPF to nourish and protect the skin.
Microdermabrasion 45 minutes $95
Microdermabrasion is an amazing treatment that significantly improves the overall appearance, health, and
quality of the skin. For the best results, a series of 6 or more treatment sessions are recommended, 10 to 14
days apart. Benefits: the deep exfoliation minimize fine lines and wrinkles; reduces hyper-pigmentation and
photo damage; minimizes enlarged pores; reduces acne breakouts, smoothes out superficial scarring and
stretch marks.
Nonsurgical Face lifting 50 minutes $90
For best results 4 to 6 treatments are advised.
Micro current device has two 25 pronged heads on each. This tightens and tones sagging facial and neck skin,
softens appearance of fine lines and wrinkles, improves skin texture and evens out skin tone, and reduces the
size of enlarged pores.
Anti Aging Facial 60 minutes $140
Anti-aging facials include all steps of usual facials from exfoliation to moisturizing and massage to improve
circulation. The products are all targeted to mature and aging skin which makes the difference.
Includes: cleaning; exfoliation; steam; massage; anti-aging face packs; green tea ice massage to prevent
wrinkles and fade out dark sports and to boost skin radiance; moisturizer and SPF to protect the skin.

Galvanic Facial – 60 minutes $70
Galvanic treatment that helps improve skin issues by using galvanic current. The galvanic uses electric
currents that can change from positive to negative according to what the objectives.
Galvanic has two possible benefits. Helps open pores and cleans the skin from dirt. This helps send nutrients
of the gel used deep into the skin while closing the already-opened pores, for cleaning, and rejuvenation.
Sensitive skin facial 60 minutes $85
A sensitive skin facial offers cooling seaweed mask that provides instant radiance by hydrating, soothing,
decongesting and minimizing redness. Ideal for sensitive skin issues like redness, rosacea or reactive skin

Brightening/ Glowing Skin Treatment 60 minutes $135
A powerful antioxidant exfoliation treatment, with double cleansing which incorporates Vitamin C, seaweed and
an organic mud mask to help tone, brighten glowing skin. Vitamin C boosts the skin naturally, to restore your
skin's youthful appearance.
Corrective Peel (herbs2peel) $550
Herbs2peel is a successfully proven, natural peeling method for skin regeneration based on a mixture of pure
herbs. Its natural composition is completely free from chemical substances, synthetic binders, abrasives,
without any toxic side effects. This is a 5 day process peel and includes a follow up treatment and home care
products. Can be used on the face and body.
Beauty Peel (herbs2peel) $150
Uses the same Herbs2peel by Alex Cosmetics. This is a one day treatment and can be done on the face and
body. Activates skin’s metabolism and detoxification by increasing circulation Improves microcirculation supplying skin with oxygen and nutrients Activates skin’s repair mechanisms through targeted, controlled
irritation. Skin is optimally prepared and receptive for subsequent products and treatments improving skin
complexion without visible signs of peeling.

